
Fixed Lateral Support Installation Instructions: MaTRx-PB elite

TRD0193-04 

11 Pull up the bottom of the cover (release velcro fasteners) to expose the mounting slots/channels in the back pan.

22 Determine the desired mounting height/orientation for the lateral pads (upper or lower mounting slot position).

33 If applicable, carefully bend the lateral support(s) to the desired contour (prior to installation).

44 Loosely install the lateral supports onto the back pan using the hardware provided. (NNoottee:: hardware is installed from
the outside of the back pan and threaded through the lateral support brackets into the backing plates (x4) -see
images below).

55 Adjust laterals to the desired position via the mounting slots on the backpan and via the slots in the lateral support
bracket.  Secure each lateral support into place.

66 Re-attach the back cover via the velcro fasteners.

Instructions for Installing Fixed Lateral Supports (StandardStandard and OffsetOffset):
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Fixed Lateral Support Installation Instructions:  MaTRx-PB elite   (...cont’d)
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Small Lateral Pad 
5-1/2” x 3”

(14cm x 8cm)

Large Lateral Pad 
7” x 5”

(18cm x 13cm)

Offset Lateral Pad 
6-1/2” x 4-1/2”
(17cm x 12cm)

OffsetOffset Lateral Pad Installation

Inverted Offset Pads
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*note: spacers are only required when utilizing the upper slotupper slot on the
back pan

*note: spacers are only required when utilizing the upper slotupper slot on the
back pan

*

*

Standard Standard Lateral Pad Installation (Large and Small Pad)


